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AVEX Announces Colorado Facility & New Sales Team Member Chad Leeward
Camarillo, CA, July 28, 2017 -

• On September 1st, 2017 AVEX will open a 20,000 square foot Colorado Service and Sales 		
facility located at the Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (KBJC)
• AVEX announces the appointment of Chad Leeward to the role of Director of Sales of their
new Colorado facility located at KBJC

Today AVEX announced that they will open a 20,000 square foot Colorado Sales and Service facility located at the Rocky Mountain
Metropolitan Airport (KBJC) located just outside of Denver. The decision to open a Colorado facility was made after requests from the TBM
community to provide service support in Colorado. AVEX is always striving to better serve TBM owners and when the request was made,
AVEX management undertook a review of the best possible options for a Service Center in Colorado. After 3 months of research and
careful consideration, it was decided that the TBM community, AVEX, and DAHER would be best served by AVEX opening a facility of their
own in Colorado.
AVEX is pleased to offer the same high level of maintenance and attention to detail that customers have become accustomed to in
California at their new KBJC facility. AVEX has recruited a group of experienced personnel to staff the Colorado facility. This group of
people is made up of seasoned veterans from the Colorado area along with AVEX employees that are being transferred from Camarillo to
Colorado to ensure that the AVEX culture is maintained at their new operation.
Chad Leeward will take on the Director of Sales role at the KBJC location. Leeward will help launch and manage the new 20,000 square
foot sales and maintenance facility. Leeward joins AVEX bringing 15 years of experience and success in the business aviation arena.
“Once we started recruiting we were pleasantly surprised by the quality of individuals that applied for positions, and through the recruitment
process our decision to open our own facility in Denver was reinforced as the right move by the quality of applicants wanting to join AVEX.
When we were able to come to an agreement with Chad Leeward to spearhead the sales efforts our team became well rounded and
complete. Chad has a sterling reputation and is an outstanding ambassador for the TBM. We are looking forward to great sales penetration
and growth in the area under his leadership,” said Terry Winson, President of AVEX.
Leeward will help spearhead the growth of AVEX providing the high level of customer service and support AVEX is known for. His extensive
knowledge of the TBM market, fine reputation, deep network and his existing relationships in the TBM Community add immediate strength
and presence to the AVEX team. He possesses extensive demonstration flight experience in the Pilatus PC-12, Cirrus SR22, and DAHER
TBM series of aircraft and is an accomplished pilot with over 4,000 hours total flying time in a variety of aircraft.
AVEX’s History:
Established in 1985 as an aviation export company, AVEX has grown into one of the most recognized names within the TBM network.
Specifically focusing on DAHER aircraft since 1999, AVEX has become a leading TBM sales and service center.
AVEX utilizes state-of-the-art systems and highly trained technicians to provide top-level support for TBM aircraft. Delivering excellence
while striving to improve the TBM ownership experience is part of AVEX's customer-centric approach.
www.newavex.com

